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this is a spectacular diwali entertainer. the love quotient this time is higher than ever. the
protagonists are well-written and well-designed while the actors have been given the right measure

of due diligence by their respective craftsmen. it also has a populist, populist appeal to it. simply put,
no one can stop this film from striking a chord with audiences all across the country. in any case, if a
film about a family trying to maintain its way of living amidst challenges can be called populist, prem

ratan dhan payo falls right in that category. so, go ahead and leave the mind-set of what one
expects on the big screen. prem ratan dhan payo is not that. it is an outrageous entertainer with its
heart warming moments! promotion campaigns on all fronts were ably launched by salman and co.

they included a series of songs that matched with the theme of the film and also effectively
communicated the storyline. they were fun-filled and simultaneously convey the message of the film.

hence, the film could potentially stand a chance of being a chart-buster. the song "jaane paula" in
particular has been a raging hit. it also has a poignant message as it showcases the struggle of a

family against all odds. if the trend continues, it can be expected to perform well at the box office.
kudos to filmmakers, for the perfect coordination! a film in which the star cast- salman khan, akshay
kumar, sonam kapoor and kareena kapoor- has rs 40 crore to its credit is a no brainer! an account of

a family trying to stick to old-world values and traditions in the midst of the flush of cash flow and
the advent of modernity, prem ratan dhan payo looks poised to strike a chord with an audience in

numbers! like its predecessor, this one will be a money spinner. it's an entertainer that a whole
family of till now has not experienced on the big screen. so, let's go ahead and enjoy!
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the thread of the story is strengthened by the resilient character of main protagonist t.k. joshi
(akshay kumar), an extremely strong-willed man. he has to make up his mind very early in the

movie, in the context of his illness, which can definitely hamper his personal life. whenever t. joshi
gets entangled with an illicit relationship, it's only because he wants to be there for his family. this

time around, sooraj has given his protagonist a whole lot more to think about, since the kind of
human motivation that lies at the back of all the characters' actions can only be held responsible for
the seamless transitions in the narrative. as the story unfolds, prems and nows of the tale [nayak,

narender, soorma are ahead] get mixed. despite their good intentions, they face many obstacles on
their way. they are caught in their own web of situations, making for a tale that is full of various

turns, twists and turns. in a nutshell, the entire movie is a rollercoaster of emotions that keeps you
glued to the edge of your seat. sooraj has delivered a compelling potboiler that leaves you cheering
and to rejoice! on the whole, the movie is an action-packed one. the chase sequence, in particular,
goes full steam ahead with enough scope for the hands of sooraj. the locals of up and haryana are

wonderfully-detailed. the visuals and cinematography [mahesh kaul] are awesome. the songs
[hemant bhardwaj] have a throbbing beat and cinematic value. the acting by the actors is pretty
damn good. the baton of india's first superstar, the late, great dilip kumar [once of india's most
beloved] has been passed on to his younger kin, son sooraj and as such, prem ratan dhan payo
becomes for the three men, their last film together. the film begins in a war-torn kashmir, where

sooraj (who has become the chief minister) signs the autonomy resolution for india's kashmiri region.
the emotionally touchy premise, about how state borders are pushed back and forth, makes it

difficult for the audience to be impartial. it doesn't help that the film portrays the border-crossing
separation of india from its core region, whose state-hood was controversially revoked half a century

ago in a 2002 referendum held by the then-ruling congress party. as their last film together, you
simply can't ignore the nuances. things must be said and this film does put across these at times
jarringly. however, there's no denying that the brothers have used this opportunity to give new

dimensions to the brand and it's evident the magic of the same. 5ec8ef588b
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